Villoux Server System

House of Players Proceedings
Order, order! I, the Right Honorable Villoux Chief of Staff Dr. Baskerville, do
hereby call to order this 45th meeting of the Villoux House of Players on this 27th day of
February in the year of 2016. Topics of conversation for this meeting will be: Department
Updates, Staff Announcements, and Closing Ceremonies. At this time, the House of
Players channel chat will be closed. If you type into this channel at any time, you will be
moved out of the channel, and will be marked absent from this meeting.
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Excused Absences:
The Baskerville Advisor Necroww for Work Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor Crepim for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Advisor Smudd for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Advisor KiityCat for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Assistant SquishyJH for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Assistant Ummhalol for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Assistant CloudKillS for Time Zone Differences
The Executive Baskerville Assistant ScionWish for Work Related Issues
The Press Officer Kezman for Time Zone Differences
The Press Officer Timac for Time Zone Differences
The Press Officer Rpascoal for Time Zone Differences
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The System Commercialist SLVRDLLR for Work Related Issues
The TeamSpeak Operator MystiA for Time Zone Differences
The TeamSpeak Operator Makkapacce5 for Time Zone Differences
The Realm of the Mad God Tomb Master TechnoBite for Time Zone Differences
The Realm of the Mad God Guild Master LilPeasant for Time Zone Differences
The Realm of the Mad God Department Chairman Spazproof for Time Zone Differences
The Counter Strike Tournament Director Mighty for Time Zone Differences
The Minecraft Server Head Qvers for Time Zone Differences

Unexcused Absences:

Transition: We will open tonight’s meeting with the Department Updates,
starting with the system’s largest department, the Realm of the Mad God
Department. Presenting the Realm of the Mad God Department Update on behalf
of the Realm of the Mad God Department, Mr. Spazproof, I welcome the
Operative Manager, Mr. Corey.

Realm of the Mad God Update as read by Corey
Good evening, Villoux House of Players. It is my honor to present you this month’s
Realm of the Mad God Department Update on behalf of the Realm of the Mad God
Department Chairman, Mr. Spazproof who regrettably could not be at tonight’s meeting
due to time zone differences. Mr. Spazproof is happy to report that he has now resumed
regular activity within his department after a three-month long hiatus due to Internet issues.
Upon his return, he immediately began working on restoring the number of guilds in
Villoux as well as increasing the overall TeamSpeak user base. In addition to working
with the Realm of the Mad God Guild Master of the VillouxSquad guild, Mr. LilPeasant,
Mr. Spazproof has also worked with the Realm of the Mad God Guild Master of the
Acolyte Guild, Mr. Orbit to bring a new guild to Villoux. Mr. Spazproof plans to continue
growing the number of guilds across all servers. Mr. Spazproof also plans to encourage
Villoux members to further involve themselves with the Villoux community by joining the
guilds Villoux sponsors and bringing their own guilds to our TeamSpeak server. Though
his efforts have just begun, improvements in TeamSpeak traffic have already been made.
Aside from bringing in guilds himself, Mr. Spazproof plans to continue the Realm
of the Mad God Department’s relationship with popular streamer and Villoux System
Commercialist, Mr. SLVRDLLR. In January, Mr. SLVRDLLR advertised a Villoux
sponsored give-away of the top tier items for each class for the guild that brought the most
new members to TeamSpeak. Unfortunately, the stream did not result in addition of any
new guilds, but did bring in a large number of new users. Mr. Spazproof hopes to launch
the same campaign with Mr. SLVRDLLR next month. Mr. Spazproof would also like to
thank the System Coder, Mr. Assurance and the Executive Baskerville Assistant, Mr.
ScionWish for donating the items to the stream.
Guild channels aside, Mr. Spazproof is happy to report an increase in use of
Villoux’s public Tomb Channel. In addition to running tombs, the channel is also used for
private shatters, ocean trenches, and dungeons. The channel has become so popular, that
Mr. Spazproof is interested in exploring the possibility of hosting monthly events for the
Realm of the Mad God Department. Though this has been attempted by former Realm of
the Mad God Department Chairmen, it was never met with great success. Former monthly
events include Villoux sponsored dungeon runs and dungeon runs races. Mr. Spazproof
would like me to conduct an opinion poll at tonight’s meeting to see what events the
community would most recommend to host on a monthly basis. If you would like to
provide a recommendation, please provide a comment during the appropriate time. For
now, I will thank the House for your attention and yield my time.

Transition: Thank you for the update, Mr. Corey. We will now open the floor to
any questions, comments, or concerns per regards the Realm of the Mad God
Department. If you have a question, comment, or concern, please send me a
private message with question, comment, or concern, respectively.
There appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns per regards
the Realm of the Mad God Department. Whereas we would generally move to
the system’s second largest department, the League of Legends Department,
we will instead move to our third largest department, the Counter Strike
Department. To present the Counter Strike Department Update, I welcome the
Counter Strike Department Chairman, Mr. Frozen_Tenticles.

Counter Strike Update as read by Frozen_Tenticles
I would like to wish a good evening to my American and European friends, and a
good morning to my Oceanic friends. It is my pleasure to provide you with this month’s
Counter Strike Department Update. Earlier this evening, our Counter Strike Tournament
Master over the American region, Mr. Matthewmoo hosted our first American Counter
Strike tournament! Participation in the tournament came from the Unforeseen Team and
representatives of the Baskerville Cabinet on the tournament exclusive Baskerville Team.
Though the matches were hard fought on both sides, the Unforeseen Team ultimately ended
up winning the tournament and their team captain, the Counter Strike Tournament Director,
Mr. Cap’n was named the tournament’s champion. I would like to congratulate Mr. Cap’n
and the Unforeseen Team on their win and thank the Baskerville Team for their
participation. Mr. Matthewmoo and I look very forward to hosting many more tournaments
in future.
With the assistance of the TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. Zaaeen and the Baskerville
Advisor, Sen. Crepim we have been trying to host a European tournament. Our main
dilemma has been a lack of tournament staff to assist in preparing the tournament. I will
work with Mr. Zaaeen and Sen. Crepim to fill that void. Though we were not successful in
doing so this month, I hope to be able to have a full tournament and start regular monthly
tournaments next month.
Likewise, I have been having similar issues with monthly Oceanic tournaments
stemming from our small team pool in that region. With the assistance of the Australia
Tournament Director, Mr. tAoE_Cub and the Executive System Press Officer, Mr.
IronRain I plan on advertising Villoux tournaments to non-Villoux users in hopes of
attracting more teams to join us. I see no reason we will not have a successful and fun
Oceanic tournament in March. With that being said, I would like to thank the House for
their attentiveness and yield my time.
Transition: Thank you for the update, Mr. Frozen_Tenticles. We will now open
the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns per regards the Counter

Strike Department. If you have a question, comment, or concern, please send
me a private message with question, comment, or concern, respectively.
There appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns per regards
the Counter Strike Department, therefore we will end the Department Update
portion of tonight’s meeting. At this time, we will move to the Executive System
Press Officer, Mr. IronRain for the Press Announcement.

Press Department Announcement as Read by IronRain
Thank you, Dr. Baskerville. This evening, I would like to raise awareness to several
matters concerning the Press Department. For those of you that are unaware, Villoux is
very active on social media. I encourage every member of the House to like Villoux on
Facebook, follow Villoux on Instagram, and join our Steam community. Links for all of
the aforementioned can be found in the lobby channel’s channel description. Also found in
the lobby channel’s description is the subscription information for Villoux’s Remind101.
Remind101 is an anonymous text application that allows the right honorable Villoux Chief
of Staff, Dr. Baskerville to send reminders about upcoming events, Villoux server releases,
and other important information concerning the system. Subscribing to our Remind101 is
completely free, requires no download, and should be something that every member of the
House uses. To subscribe to our Remind101, simply follow the instructions for Remind101
in the lobby channel’s description. If you do not subscribe within the next week, expect to
be contacted by your respective Department Chairman or Executive.
Another topic I seek to raise awareness for is our weekly Radio Villoux events. As
I presume all of you are aware, every Friday night from 8:00 PM – 12:00 AM USCT, the
Radio Villoux DJ division hosts Radio Villoux events. These events serve as a kind of
Villoux block party, bringing together users from all gaming department and several
different nationalities. At the events, the Radio Villoux DJs will play music requested by
the attendees. Oftentimes, user will engage in fun karaoke sing-offs as well. The Radio
Villoux DJ Manager, Mr. Brincz, and I would enjoy having each and every one of you
there next Friday night, and look forward to seeing many of you.
The final topic that I will address is our Misc. Gaming spacer. Recently renamed
from the “Lyllox spacer”, the Misc. Gaming spacer serves as a place for games to form
into Villoux departments. Currently, we are working on bringing Black Dessert Online,
Brawlhalla, and Runescape to Villoux. If you would like to assist in forming any of these
games into official departments, please consult the respective section leader. For more
information on how to bring a game to Villoux, read the Lyllox Ordinance found on
Villoux’s website and the Misc. Gaming spacer’s channel description. With that being
said, I hereby conclude my Press Department Announcement. Thank you for your time.
Transition: Thank you for that announcement, Mr. IronRain. We will now move
to the Executive TeamSpeak Operator, Sen. Ace for the TeamSpeak
Announcements.

TeamSpeak Announcement as Read by Ace
Boa noite and good evening, Villoux House of Players. I would like to take a few
minutes this evening to bring a few issues on our TeamSpeak server to your attention. May
I start by saying that our Operation Department is currently understaffed; therefore, there
are a few small things that members of the House can do to assist us. One major issue that
we have been having is new users not using their in-game name on TeamSpeak. If you
happen to be playing Realm of the Mad God or Counter Strike with a person that is new to
Villoux and you notice that they are not using their in-game name on TeamSpeak, please
either ask them to change it or contact a member of the Operation Department.
Another issue that seems to be common is that people do not report trolls. Every
once in a while, someone will join a channel screaming, someone will bully someone else,
or someone will channel spam. If any of these instances occur in a channel that you are in,
please report the incident to a TeamSpeak Operator. Though our Operators are hardworkers, it is impossible for them to be aware of every issue that arises on the server,
therefore it becomes your responsibility to report it to them. Once a user has been banned,
we create a file for that user and monitor all future bans. If we notice that user is being a
regular issue, I propose that the Grand Council issue a system ban against him or her, but
we can only get to the stage if the staff works with the Operation Department to ensure that
excellence, not scum, is your only option.
Finally, if you are interested in becoming a TeamSpeak Operator, please contact
me sometime after tonight’s meeting and request to arrange a TeamSpeak Operator test.
The test is comprised of twenty questions that test your general knowledge of how to use
the TeamSpeak Ordinance. You can use the ordinance during the test, but only have one
minute to answer each question. In order to pass the test, you must score at least 80%
correct.
Always remember: taking just a few minutes out of your day can make Villoux a
better place. Obrigado and thank you for your time.
Transition: Thank you for that announcement, Sen. Ace. That concludes the
Staff Announcements portion of tonight’s meeting. We will now move to the
Closing Ceremonies.

Closing Ceremonies as read by Dr. Baskerville
Good evening, my fellow Villouxians and members of the House of Players. As
our more observant members will have noticed, neither a League of Legends nor Minecraft
Department Update was presented during the department updates portion of tonight’s
meeting. I would like to take this time to explain why. Both the League of Legends and
Minecraft Departments are currently without a Department Chairman. At their meeting
earlier this evening, the Grand Council voted to remove the former League of Legends
Department Chairman, the honorable Mr. Pwnzy due to inactivity as well as the former
Minecraft Department Chairman and current System Coder, Mr. Skullslice due to his
inability to successfully manage the department. Unfortunately, both of these demotions
leave us with the rare instance of having no Department Chairman in either department.
That being said, it becomes my responsibility as Chief of Staff to act as Chairman until
proper Chairmen are hired. Considering the amount of responsibilities given to me in my
position as Chief of Staff, it is very difficult for me to manage one of our gaming
departments, let alone two. Because of this, I am opening applications for both positions
to the entire House of Players. Any member of staff interested in becoming either the
League of Legends or Minecraft Department Chairman should contact me after tonight’s
meeting and arrange a time to be interviewed. Despite not having a Chairman, both
departments have still remained active.
The League of Legends Department continues to grow the number of team channels
across all four continents it offers – Europe, North America, Oceania, and South America.
Once we hire a new Department Chairman, I have plans to not only resume monthly North
American tournaments, but add regional tournaments for Europe and Oceania as well. In
the meantime, we will continue to grow our number of team channels, especially the North
American and South American teams.
I will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns per
regards the League of Legends Department. If you have a question, comment,
or concern, please send me a private message with question, comment, or
concern, respectively.
There appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns per
regards the League of Legends Department, therefore I will move to the
Minecraft Department’s Department Update.

The Minecraft Department has several ongoing projects, mostly being overseen by
myself with assistance from the Minecraft Department Development Board. Villoux’s
prison server, the Villoux Penitentiary, is nearly ready for release; however, the server
lacks a Server Head, which is the head administrational role. Without a Server Head, we
cannot release the server. Our search for a Server Head is currently ongoing, but I am very
open to hearing applications and recommendations from members of the House. Mr.
Wifi90876, the Server Head of Villoux’s community server, the Villoux Township, is very
pleased to announce that the server is only a few days away from opening for Villoux beta

testing. When the server is ready for testing to begin, a Remind101 will be sent to all
members of the House and notifications will be sent on TeamSpeak. I request that you
please join us on that server and assist us in testing it before the full public release. I should
note that TeamSpeak users receive special rewards on the server as well. Finally, we have
two servers still in the production phase – our skyblock server, the Villoux Skyblock and
our FeedTheBeast Infinite server, Craft to the Future. More information about both of
these servers will be revealed at our next House of Players meeting. Before I conclude my
Minecraft Department Update, I would be amiss if I did not personally thank each member
of the Minecraft Department Development Board – the System Coder, Mr. Skullslice; the
Baskerville Assistant, Mr. KingKazma; the Baskerville Advisor, Mr. Smudd; the
Baskerville Advisor Manager, Mr. Steve; the Minecraft Server Heads Mr. Wifi90876 and
Mr. Whilgand; the TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. Sammygman; the Operative Manager, Mr.
Corey; the Executive System Coder, Mr. Cronus; the Executive System Builder, Mr.
SoulSniper214; and the Executive System Press Officer, Mr. IronRain. Gentlemen, I could
not administrate the Minecraft Department if not for your assistance, so I humbly thank
you for your dedication to our department. I would also note that the Minecraft Department
Development Board is currently accepting applications for new members. If you have an
interest in improving Villoux’s Minecraft Department, have ideas for new servers, or
would like to help in any other way, please consult me about joining the board after
tonight’s meeting. At this time, I would like to open the floor for questions, comments,
and concerns in regards to the Minecraft Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please message me question, comment, or concern, respectively.
I will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns per
regards the Minecraft Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please send me a private message with question, comment, or
concern, respectively.
There appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns per
regards the Minecraft Department, therefore I will continue with the Closing
Ceremonies.

In addition to thanking those gentlemen for their hard work, I would also like to
take this time to thank and announce this month’s Friend of Villoux. As you know, the
Friend of Villoux award is a monthly award given to a member of Villoux’s staff that has
gone above and beyond in their respective field. It gives me great pleasure to announce
that this month’s Friend of Villoux is the Baskerville Advisor, Mr. Smudd. Mr. Smudd
has taken steps far beyond simply assisting the Building Department. He has nearly singlehandedly built the massive prison map of the Villoux Penitentiary as well as the gorgeous
valley town that hosts the spawn of the Villoux Township. The Minecraft Department
Development Board and I thank Mr. Smudd for his extreme devotion and loyalty to our
department. Other honorable mentions for this month include the Counter Strike
Tournament Master, Mr. MatthewMoo; the Minecraft Server Head, Mr. Wifi90876; and
the Baskerville Assistant, Mr. KingKazma. I would also like to take this opportunity to
thank you – the hard working members of Villoux’s staff that make Villoux a system in
which “excellence is your only option”. With that in mind and in heart, I, the Right

Honorable Villoux Chief of Staff, Dr. Baskerville do hereby adjourn this 43rd meeting of
the Villoux House of Players. Please return to your appropriate channels.

